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Osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) is a disorder of a joint that affects the subchondral bone and articular cartilage. The Research for Osteochondritis Dissecans of the Knee (ROCK) Group recently defined OCD as: “a focal idiopathic alteration of subchondral bone with risk for instability and disruption of adjacent articular cartilage that may result in premature osteoarthritis.”
The abnormal subchondral bone of an OCD lesion is referred to as the “progeny bone,” and the normal surrounding bone is referred to as the “parent bone.” While the knee is the most frequently affected joint, the elbow, ankle, shoulder, and hip can also be affected. In the knee, lesions occur most commonly within the lateral aspect of the medial femoral condyle. OCD can occur in children, adolescents, and adults, with juvenile OCD lesions having a better healing prognosis than adults.

OCD occurs more frequently in children and adolescents. A peak incidence was found in the adolescent age group of 19–29 per 100,000. Generally, OCD seems to affect males more commonly than females (between 2:1 and 3:1). However, as females and younger children participate in sports there has been an increased prevalence among girls and a younger mean age of OCD onset. In some cases, patients with OCD are at greater risk for developing early-onset osteoarthritis.

**Etiology/Patho-Anatomy**

While the exact etiology is unknown, many theories have been proposed and studied. These theories include repetitive micro-trauma, acute trauma, inflammation, disruption of normal endochondral ossification, ischemia, and genetic factors. Some familial tendencies exist, but non-familial OCD is most prevalent. Repetitive micro-trauma is thought to be a leading cause of OCD. This trauma could be caused by year round sports, early sports specialization, multiple sports in a single season or multiple teams in a single sport, and increased training intensity. Chronic repetitive microtrauma has been suggested to lead to a stress reaction within the subchondral bone.

OCD can exist in many forms, but two major classifications exist: stable and unstable. The stable OCD lesion has intact articular cartilage, while unstable OCD (Figure 1) lesions may have compromised articular cartilage. In more advanced cases of OCD, the lesion can separate and form a loose body in the joint.

**Evaluation**

Anterior knee pain and variable amounts of intermittent swelling are typical complaints of patients with OCD of the knee. These complaints can progress to more persistent swelling or effusion, catching, locking, and/or giving way as the condition worsens. Unfortunately, pain and swelling are not always good indicators of unstable fragments or unstable lesions.

To characterize the lesion and physeal patency during an initial physical examination, standard weight-bearing radiographs of both knees are helpful. The lateral view helps identify anterior-posterior lesion location and normal, benign accessory ossification centers in the skeletally immature knee. An axial view is helpful if a lesion of the patella or trochlea is suspected, and a “notch view” in 30 to 50 degrees of knee flexion may help identify the lesions of the posterior femoral condyle. OCD lesions of the knee are frequently found in the posterior 1/3 of the lateral aspect of the medial femoral condyle.

**Nonoperative Treatment**

For some stable OCD lesions, non-operative treatment can be utilized to promote healing in the subchondral bone and prevent chondral collapse, subsequent fracture, and crater formation. The skeletal maturity of the patient is a factor that can affect the efficacy of non-operative treatment. Other factors are the size, stability, and location of the lesion. Lesions in the lateral condyle and trochlear groove area may have a worse prognosis for healing. For small stable lesions in skeletally immature patients with wide-open physes and no signs of instability on MRI, non-operative treatment is an option. This treatment option focuses on significant activity modification by limiting high impact activities. A period of immobilization with bracing and protected weight bearing may be helpful. Non-operative treatment will typically be prescribed for three to six months. For those patients who fail non-surgical methods, surgical treatment to promote healing may be indicated. Skeletally mature patients with large lesions have a poor prognosis for healing with conservative management, and thus, surgical intervention may be warranted.

**Operative Treatment**

Operative treatment may be considered for many patients, including those with unstable or detached lesions, those who...
In some cases, patients with OCD are at greater risk for developing early-onset osteoarthritis.
have failed to heal with non-operative treatment, and for patients approaching skeletal maturity. The purpose of operative treatment is to promote healing of subchondral bone, maintain joint congruity, and stabilize the progeny regions of bone and cartilage when possible. In some cases, salvage or cartilage supplementation procedures may be necessary to replace osteochondral defects with allograft or autograft based procedures. The goal of successful operative treatment is to provide a stable construct of subchondral bone, and repair cartilage with viability and biomechanical properties equivalent to or similar to native hyaline cartilage.

For stable OCD lesions with intact articular cartilage, arthroscopic subchondral bone drilling is an option (Figure 2). The intention of this drilling is to stimulate vascular ingrowth and subchondral bone healing (Figure 3). Subchondral bone drilling can be done two ways: trans-articular and retro-articular. Trans-articular is accomplished by drilling directly through the articular cartilage and to the subchondral bone. The retro-articular technique drills the lesion from behind without traversing the articular cartilage.

If the OCD lesion is unstable and hinged or loose in the joint, fixation may be indicated. Bone grafting may also be indicated to restore articular congruency. The goal is to fix the osseous portion of the fragment to the normal bone to allow healing and stabilization of the overlying articular surface. Implants, either metallic or bio-absorbable, may be used in arthroscopic or open reduction and internal fixation of the fragment. Complications associated with the use of hardware include implant migration, adjacent cartilage damage, and hardware fracture. Osteochondral plugs have recently been presented as a biologic alternative to the use of hardware. The plugs provide bone graft as well as fixation of the lesion.

For full-thickness defects where fixation is not possible, several salvage techniques exist, including marrow stimulation techniques such as microfracture, autologous chondrocyte implantation, and osteochondral autograft transplantation. However, the clinical outcome data is more limited in the adolescent population.

Clinical Research
In 2011, the AAOS published an evidence based clinical practice guideline for OCD of the knee. This guideline demonstrated several areas that need future research for the treatment of OCD, and the ROCK research group has used this guideline to establish a research outline for this condition. Future research, including epidemiologic studies, development of validated classification systems, development of a clinical registry, and randomized clinical trials are current research foci of the ROCK Group.

Conclusions
OCD is a condition that may be increasing in prevalence in the pediatric and adolescent population. OCD is associated with significant morbidity, recognized through an inability to participate in sports and a potential for early-onset osteoarthritis development. Several studies have demonstrated excellent healing both with and without surgery in some patient groups, although additional research will need to determine the most effective, evidence-based treatments for OCD of the knee.


